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bound – sound spending, tax, and regulatory policies
that will allow those institutions to once again become
the builders of the next American century. We
strongly support tax reform; in the event we do not
achieve this, we must preserve the mortgage interest
deduction.
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a greater role for private enterprise in appropriate aspects of the mail-processing system.
Protecting Travelers and their Rights:
Reforming the TSA for Security and Privacy

While the aftermath of the 2001 terrorist attacks
brought about a greater need for homeland security,
the American people have already delivered their verdict on the Transportation Security Administration:
its procedures – and much of its personnel – need to
be changed. It is now a massive bureaucracy of
65,000 employees who seem to be accountable to no
one for the way they treat travelers. We call for the
private sector to take over airport screening wherever
feasible and look toward the development of security
systems that can replace the personal violation of
frisking.

Judicial Activism:
A Threat to the U.S. Constitution

Despite improvements as a result of Republican
nominations to the judiciary, some judges in the federal courts remain far afield from their constitutional
limitations. The U.S. Constitution is the law of the
land. Judicial activism which includes reliance on
foreign law or unratified treaties undermines American law. The sole solution, apart from impeachment,
is the appointment of constitutionalist jurists, who
will interpret the law as it was originally intended
rather than make it. That is both a presidential responsibility, in selecting judicial candidates, and a
senatorial responsibility, in confirming them. We
urge Republican Senators to do all in their power to
prevent the elevation of additional leftist ideologues
to the courts, particularly in the waning days of the
current Administration.
In addition to appointing activist judges, the current Administration has included an activist and
highly partisan Department of Justice. With a Republican Administration, the Department will stop
suing States for exercising those powers reserved to
the States, will stop abusing its preclearance authority to block photo-ID voting laws, and will fulfill its
responsibility to defend all federal laws in court, including the Defense of Marriage Act.

The Rule of Law: Legal Immigration

The greatest asset of the American economy is
the American worker. Just as immigrant labor
helped build our country in the past, today’s legal immigrants are making vital contributions in every aspect of our national life. Their industry and
commitment to American values strengthens our
economy, enriches our culture, and enables us to better understand and more effectively compete with the
rest of the world. Illegal immigration undermines
those benefits and affects U.S. workers. In an age of
terrorism, drug cartels, human trafficking, and criminal gangs, the presence of millions of unidentified
persons in this country poses grave risks to the safety
and the sovereignty of the United States. Our highest
priority, therefore, is to secure the rule of law both at
our borders and at ports of entry.
We recognize that for most of those seeking
entry into this country, the lack of respect for the rule
of law in their homelands has meant economic exploitation and political oppression by corrupt elites.
In this country, the rule of law guarantees equal treatment to every individual, including more than one
million immigrants to whom we grant permanent
residence every year. That is why we oppose any
form of amnesty for those who, by intentionally violating the law, disadvantage those who have obeyed
it. Granting amnesty only rewards and encourages
more law breaking. We support the mandatory use

Restructuring the U.S. Postal Service
for the Twenty-First Century

The dire financial circumstances of the Postal
Service require dramatic restructuring. In a world of
rapidly advancing telecommunications, mail delivery
from the era of the Pony Express cannot long survive.
We call on Congress to restructure the Service to ensure the continuance of its essential function of delivering mail while preparing for the downsizing
made inevitable by the advance of internet communication. In light of the Postal Service’s seriously underfunded pension system, Congress should explore
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of the Systematic Alien Verification for Entitlements
make communities safer for all and will consider, in
(S.A.V.E.) program—an internet-based system that
light of both current needs and historic practice, the
verifies the lawful presence of applicants—prior to
utility of a legal and reliable source of foreign labor
the granting of any State or federal government entiwhere needed through a new guest worker program.
tlements or IRS refunds. We insist upon enforceWe will create humane procedures to encourage illement at the workplace through verification systems
gal aliens to return home voluntarily, while enforcing
so that jobs can be available to all legal workers. Use
the law against those who overstay their visas.
of the E-verify program—an internet-based system
State efforts to reduce illegal immigration must
that verifies the employment authorization and idenbe encouraged, not attacked. The pending Departtity of employees—must be made mandatory nationment of Justice lawsuits against Arizona, Alabama,
wide. State enforcement efforts
South Carolina, and Utah must
be dismissed immediately. The
in the workplace must be welThe greatest asset of the
double-layered fencing on the borcomed, not attacked. When
American economy is the
der that was enacted by Congress
Americans need jobs, it is abin
2006, but never completed,
solutely essential that we protect
American worker. Just as
must finally be built. In order to
them from illegal labor in the
immigrant labor helped build
restore the rule of law, federal
workplace. In addition, it is why
we demand tough penalties for
our country in the past, today’s funding should be denied to sancthose who practice identity theft,
tuary cities that violate federal law
legal immigrants are making
deal in fraudulent documents,
and endanger their own citizens,
vital contributions in every
and traffic in human beings. It is
and federal funding should be denied to universities that provide inwhy we support Republican legaspect of our national life.
islation to give the Department of
state tuition rates to illegal aliens,
Homeland Security long-term
in open defiance of federal law.
detention authority to keep dangerous but undeWe are grateful to the thousands of new immiportable aliens off our streets, expedite expulsion of
grants, many of them not yet citizens, who are serving
criminal aliens, and make gang membership a dein the Armed Forces. Their patriotism should encourportable offense.
age us all to embrace the newcomers legally among
The current Administration’s approach to immius, assist their journey to full citizenship, and help
gration has undermined the rule of law at every turn.
their communities avoid isolation from the mainIt has lessened work-site enforcement—and even alstream of society. To that end, while we encourage
the retention and transmission of heritage tongues,
lows the illegal aliens it does uncover to walk down
we support English as the nation’s official language,
the street to the next employer—and challenged lea unifying force essential for the educational and ecogitimate State efforts to keep communities safe, suing
nomic advancement of—not only immigrant commuthem for trying to enforce the law when the federal
nities—but also our nation as a whole.
government refuses to do so. It has created a backdoor amnesty program unrecognized in law, granting
Honoring Our Relationship
worker authorization to illegal aliens, and shown litwith American Indians
tle regard for the life-and-death situations facing the
Based on both treaty and other law, the federal
men and women of the border patrol.
government has a unique government-to-governPerhaps worst of all, the current Administration
ment relationship with and trust responsibility for Inhas failed to enforce the legal means for workers or
dian Tribal Governments and American Indians and
employers who want to operate within the law.
Alaska Natives. These obligations have not been sufIn contrast, a Republican Administration and
ficiently honored. The social and economic problems
Congress will partner with local governments
that plague Indian country have grown worse over
through cooperative enforcement agreements in Secthe last several decades; we must reverse that trend.
tion 287g of the Immigration and Nationality Act to
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